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The effects of vortex-like and non-thermal ion distributions are incorporated in the study of
nonlinear dust-acoustic waves in an unmagnetized dusty plasma. It is found that owing to the
departure from the Boltzmann ion distribution to a vortex-like phase space distribution, the
dynamics of small but finite amplitude dust-acoustic waves is governed by a modified Kortweg–de
Vries equation. The latter admits a stationary dust-acoustic solitary wave solution, which has larger
amplitude, smaller width, and higher propagation velocity than that involving adiabatic ions. On the
other hand, consideration of a non-thermal ion distribution provides the possibility of coexistence of
large amplitude rarefactive as well as compressive dust-acoustic solitary waves, whereas these
structures appear independently when the wave amplitudes become infinitely small. The present
investigation should help us to understand the salient features of the non-linear dust-acoustic waves
that have been observed in a recent numerical simulation study. ©1996 American Institute of
Physics.@S1070-664X~96!00707-0#

I. INTRODUCTION

During the last five years, there has been consider-
able interest in understanding different types of collective
processes in dusty plasmas. It has been found that the pres-
ence of static charged dust grains modifies the existing
plasma wave spectra, whereas the dust charge dynamics in-
troduces new eigenmodes in dusty plasmas. For example,
Raoet al.1 were the first to report theoretically the existence
of extremely low phase velocity~in comparison with the
electron and ion thermal velocities! dust-acoustic waves in
an unmagnetized dusty plasma whose constituents are iner-
tial charged dust fluids and Boltzmann distributed electrons
and ions. Thus, in the dust-acoustic waves the dust particle
mass provides the inertia, whereas the restoring force comes
from the pressures of inertialess electrons and ions. A recent
laboratory experiment2 has conclusively verified the theoreti-
cal prediction of Raoet al.,1 and has also reported the non-
linear features of the dust-acoustic waves. We note that the
laboratory observation2 of low phase velocity dust-acoustic
waves is associated with significant depletion of the electron
number density, suggesting that the wave dynamics is gov-
erned by the inertia of the dust fluid and the pressure of
inertialess ions only.3

Recent numerical simulation studies4 on linear and non-
linear dust-acoustic waves exhibit a significant amount of ion
trapping in the wave potential. Clearly, there is a departure
from the Boltzmann ion distribution and one encounters
vortex-like ion distributions in phase space.

In this paper, we investigate the properties of non-linear
dust-acoustic waves by incorporating the effects of non-
isothermal ion distributions. The latter are taken to be either
a vortex-like distribution,5–7 or a non-thermal ion distribu-
tion function8 that might result owing to the quasi-linear
modification introduced by the dust-acoustic fluctuations

themselves. It is found that the vortex-like ion distribution
introduces a stronger non-linearity as the frequency shift
caused by trapped ions is proportional to the square root of
the wave amplitude. On the other hand, the presence of the
non-thermal ion distribution provides the possibility of coex-
istence of large amplitude rarefactive and compressive dust-
acoustic solitary waves, whereas both of them are decoupled
in the small amplitude limit.

The paper is organized in the following fashion. In Sec.
II, we present the relevant equations governing the dynamics
of non-linear dust-acoustic waves. Accounting for the
vortex-like ion distribution function of Schamel5 and intro-
ducing the reductive perturbation technique, we derive in
Sec. III a dynamical equation for small amplitude non-linear
dust-acoustic waves in the presence of trapped ions. In Sec.
IV, we have investigated the effects of a generic non-thermal
ion distribution on large amplitude dust-acoustic waves, by
using the Sagdeev pseudo-potential approach. Section V con-
tains a brief summary of our findings.

II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

We consider a two-component dusty plasma with ex-
tremely massive, micron-sized, negatively charged inertial
dust grains and ions with trapped or non-thermal ones. Thus,
at equilibrium, we haveni0'Zdnd0 , whereni0 andnd0 are
the unperturbed ion and dust number densities, respectively,
andZd is number of charges residing on the dust grain. The
dynamics of low phase velocity~lying between the ion and
dust thermal velocities, viz.v td,,vp,,v t i), dust-acoustic
oscillations are governed by3
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where nd is the dust particle number density normalized
by nd0 , ni is the ion number density normalized byni0 , ud
is the dust fluid velocity normalized by the dust-acoustic
speedCd5(ZdTi /md)

1/2, and F is the electrostatic wave
potential normalized byTi /e, whereTi is the ion tempera-
ture, md is the mass of negatively charged dust partic-
ulates, ande is the magnitude of the electron charge. The
time and space variables are in the units of the dust plasma
period vpd

215(md/4pnd0Zd
2e2)1/2 and the Debye length

lDd5(Ti /4pZdnd0e
2)1/2, respectively.

III. EFFECT OF THE VORTEX-LIKE ION DISTRIBUTION

To study the effects of non-isothermal ions on the non-
linear dust-acoustic waves, we employ the vortex-like ion
distribution function of Schamel,5,6which solves the ion Vla-
sov equation. We have

f i f5
1

A2p
e2~1/2!~v212F!, uvu.A22F,

f it5
1

A2p
e2~1/2!s~v212F!, uvu<A22F,

where the subscriptf (t) represents the free~trapped! ion
contribution. We note that ion distribution function, as pre-
sented above, is continuous in velocity space and satisfies the
regularity requirements for an admissible BGK solution.5

The electric potential is assumed to be negative, restricted by
2c<f<0, wherec plays the role of the amplitude. Fur-
thermore, the velocityv is normalized by the ion thermal
velocity v t i , ands, which is the ratio of free ion tempera-
ture (Ti f ) to trapped ion temperature (Tit), is a parameter
determining the number of trapped ions. A plateau in the
resonant ion region is given bys50, ands,0 corresponds
to a vortex-like excavated trapped ion distribution, which is
of interest to us. The velocity of the non-linear dust-acoustic
waves is assumed to be much smaller than the ion thermal
velocity.

Integrating the ion distribution functions over the veloc-
ity space, we readily obtain the ion number density as7

ni5I ~2F!1
e2sF

As
erf~A2sF!, s,0,

where

I ~2F!5@12erf~A2F!#e2F,

erf~A2sF!5
2

Ap
E
0

A2sF
e2y2dy.

In the small amplitude limit, viz.c,,1, the ion number
density takes the form7

ni512F2
4

3
a~2F!3/21

1

2
F2, ~4!

wherea5(12s)/p.0. It may be noted here that this ion
densityni is due to free and trapped ion distributions, the
combined contribution of which cancels the terms containing
(2F)1/2.

In order to derive the non-linear dynamical equation for
the dust-acoustic waves from~1! to ~4! one must find an
appropriate coordinate frame where the wave can be de-
scribed smoothly. To find this frame we need to know the
thicknessD and non-linear velocityv0 of the wave which
can be taken from an equilibrium theory using flat-topped
ion distributions.5–7We find

D}e21/4, ~v021!}e1/2.

This leads immediately to the following stretched coordi-
nates:

j5e1/4~x2t ! ~5!

and

t5e3/4t, ~6!

wheree is a smallness parameter measuring the weakness of
the non-linearity. We now employ the perturbation technique
so that we can expand the perturbed quantitiesnd , ud , and
F about the equilibrium values in powers ofe. That means,
we let

nd511end
~1!1e3/2nd

~2!1•••, ~7!

ud501eud
~1!1e3/2ud

~2!1•••, ~8!

and

F501eF~1!1e3/2F~2!1•••. ~9!

Next, substituting~5! to ~9! into ~1! to ~4! one obtains from
~1!, ~2!, and ~3! a set of equations which can be solved to
yield nd

(1)5ud
(1)52F (1). To the next higher order ofe, we

have a set of equations which read as

]nd
~1!

]t
2

]nd
~2!

]j
1

]ud
~2!
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50, ~10!

]ud
~1!
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]ud
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]j
2

]F~2!

]j
50, ~11!

and

]2F~1!

]j2
2F~2!2nd

~2!2
4

3
a@2F~1!#3/250. ~12!

We can easily eliminate]nd
(2)/]j, ]ud

(2)/]j, and ]F (2)/]j
from ~10! to ~12!, and obtain

]F~1!

]t
1aA2F~1!

]F~1!

]j
1b

]3F~1!

]j3
50, ~13!

where a5(12s)/Ap.0 and b51/2. The modified
Korteweg–de Vries~KdV! equation ~13! contains a non-
linear term which is proportional to three half power of the
wave potential, in contrast to the usual KdV equation9 gov-
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erning the dynamics of non-linear ion-acoustic waves in an
electron-ion plasma without the dust component.

A stationary solitary wave solution of~13! can be ob-
tained by introducing the transformation of the depend-
ent variablesj and t to z5j2u0t, t5t, whereu0 is a
constant solitary wave velocity normalized by the dust-
acoustic speedCd , and imposing the boundary conditions
for localized disturbances, viz.F→0, dF/dz→0, and
d2F/dz2→0 at z→ 6`. We have

F~1!52Amsech
4@~j2u0t !/d#, ~14!

where the amplitudeAm and the widthd are given by
Am5(15u0/8a)

2 and d5A8/u0, respectively. The solu-
tion ~14! also stands fornd

(1) or ud
(1) , if we replaceAm

by 2Am . As u0.0, Equation~14! clearly indicates that
there exist only rarefactive solitary waves of smaller width
and larger velocity. It is found that asu0 increases the am-
plitude uAmu increases while the widthd decreases.

IV. EFFECTS OF NON-THERMAL ION DISTRIBUTION
FUNCTION

To study the effect of a non-thermal ion distribution on
the non-linear dust-acoustic waves, we choose a more gen-
eral class of the ion distribution which includes the popula-
tion of non-thermal ions. Thus, we take8

f i~v !5
1

~113a!A2p
~11av4!e2~1/2!v2, ~15!

where the velocityv is normalized by the ion thermal veloc-
ity v t i anda is a parameter which determines the population
of non-thermal ions in our plasma model. The effects of elec-
trostatic disturbances on the equilibrium ion distribution can
easily be introduced by replacingv2 with v212F in ~15!.
The resulting distribution function is then integrated over the
velocity space, yielding

ni5~11bF1bF2!e2F, ~16!

where

b5
4a

113a
. ~17!

If we assume that all the dependent variables in~1! to ~3!
depend only on a single variablej5x2Mt, where againj is
normalized bylDd and M is the Mach number~solitary
wave velocity/Cd), ~1! and~2! in the stationary frame can be
integrated to give

nd5
1

A112F/M2
, ~18!

where we have imposed the appropriate boundary conditions
for localized disturbances, viz.F→0, ud→0, andn→1 at
j→6`.

Substituting~16! and~18! into ~3!, and multiplying both
sides of the resulting equation bydF/dj, integrating once,
and imposing the appropriate boundary conditions for local-
ized solutions, namely,F→0 anddF/dj→0 at j→6`,
we obtain

1

2 S dF

dj D 21V~F!50, ~19!

where the Sagdeev potential10 for our purposes reads as

V~F!5113b1M22M2~112F/M2!1/2

2~113b13bF1bF2!e2F. ~20!

Equation~19! can be regarded as an ‘‘energy integral’’ of an
oscillating particle of unit mass with a velocitydF/dj and
positionF in a potentialV(F). It is clear from ~20! that
V(F)50 anddV(F)/dF50 atF50. Solitary wave solu-
tions of ~19! exist if ~i! (d2V/dF2)F50,0, so that the fixed
point at the origin is unstable;~ii ! there exists a non-zero
Fm , the maximum~or minimum! value of F, at which
V(Fm)50; and~iii ! V(F),0 whenF lies between 0 and
Fm .

We have numerically analyzed~19! and ~20! for
a50.2 and for different values ofM . The numerical results
are displayed in Figures 1 through 4. It is clear from Figure
1 that forM.1.41 there is a potential well on the positive
F-axis, resulting in the existence of compressive (F.0)
dust-acoustic solitary waves. It is also seen from Figs. 2 and
3 that for 1.38,M<1.60 there are potential wells on the
negativeF-axis, resulting in the existence of rarefactive soli-
tary waves. Figure 4 shows how the amplitude and width of
both the compressive and rarefactive solitary waves vary
with the Mach numberM . It is of interest to examine
whether or not there exists an upper limit ofM for which
rarefactive solitary waves exist. This upper limit ofM can be
found by the conditionV(Fc)>0, whereFc52M2/2 is the

FIG. 1. V(F) vs F for different values ofM at an interval of 0.01. The
bottom ~top! curve is forM51.41 (M51.45). We note thata50.2 is
always kept constant.
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minimum value ofF for which the dust densitynd is real.
Thus, on using~20! this upper limit ofM , for a50.2, can be
found as 1.6.

In order to study the dynamics of small amplitude dust-
acoustic solitary waves in the presence of non-thermal ions,

we derive the KdV equation from~1! to ~3! and ~16!
by employing the reductive perturbation technique9 and
the stretched coordinatesz5e1/2(x2v0t), and t5e3/2t,
where the unknown solitary wave velocityv0 is again
normalized byCd . We can then expand the variablesnd ,
ud , and F about the unperturbed states in power series
of e, as has been done in Ref. 9, and develop equations
in various powers ofe. To lowest order ine, ~1! and ~2!
give nd

(1)52F (1)/v0
2 ,ud

(1)52F (1)/v0 , and v051/A12b.
To next higher order ine, we have a set of equations which
read as

]nd
~1!

]t
2

1

A12b

]nd
~2!

]z
1

]ud
~2!

]z
1

]

]z
~nd

~1!ud
~1!!50, ~21!

]ud
~1!

]t
2

1

A12b

]ud
~2!

]z
2

]F~2!

]z
1ud

~1!
]ud

~1!

]z
50, ~22!

and

]2F~1!

]z2
2~12b!F~2!2nd

~2!1
1

2
@F~1!#250. ~23!

From ~21! to ~23! we readily obtain the standard KdV
equation9,11,12

]F~1!

]t
1aF~1!

]F~1!

]z
1b

]3F~1!

]z3
50, ~24!

wherea5b@123(12b)2# andb51/2(12b)3/2.
The stationary localized solution of~24! is given by

F~1!5Fmsech
2@~z2u0t !/d#, ~25!

FIG. 2. V(F) vs F for different values ofM at an interval of 0.02. The
bottom ~top! curve is forM51.38 (M51.42). We note thata50.2 is
always kept constant.

FIG. 3. V(F) vs F for different values ofM at an interval of 0.02. The
bottom ~top! curve is forM51.57 (M51.61). We note thata50.2 is
always kept constant.

FIG. 4. F vs j5x2Mt for M51.42~solid curve!, M51.43~dotted curve!,
andM51.45 ~dashed curve!. We note thata50.2 is always kept constant.
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where the amplitudeFm and the widthd are given by
Fm53u0 /a and d5A4b/u0, respectively. Asu0.0 and
b.0, Equation~25! clearly indicates that~i! small amplitude
positive solitary waves exist ifa.0, i.e.b.(121/A3); and
~ii ! small amplitude negative solitary waves exists ifa,0,
i.e. b,(121/A3). It is found that asu0 increases, the am-
plitude uFmu of both positive and rarefactive solitary waves
increases while their widthd decreases.

V. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have investigated the effects of trapped
and non-thermal ions on the non-linear propagation of dust-
acoustic waves in unmagnetized dusty plasmas. Our results
are summarised as follows.

~i! Dusty plasmas, whose constituents are cold dust par-
ticulates as well as free and trapped ions of different constant
temperatures, are found to support only rarefactive spiky
solitary waves associated with the non-linear dust-acoustic
waves. Furthermore, in the presence of the vortex-like ion
distribution, the dynamics of weakly dispersive non-linear
dust-acoustic waves is governed by the modified KdV equa-
tion, the stationary solution of which is represented in the
form of an inverted secant hyperbolic fourth profile. Thus,
the potential polarity of the dust-acoustic solitary waves in
our dusty plasma is different from the usual ion-acoustic
solitary waves in an electron-ion plasma without the dust
component and trapped ions,9 or only without the dust
component.5 It is found that non-isothermal ions are respon-
sible for dust-acoustic solitary waves which have smaller
width and larger velocity, and that they can be represented in
the form sech4(z/d), instead of sech2(z/d) which is the sta-
tionary solution of the standard KdV equation.11 It is also
clear that for a vortex-like excavated trapped ion distribution
~i.e., fors,0), asusu increases the amplitude of the rarefac-
tive solitary waves decreases very rapidly.

~ii ! The dusty plasma, which consists of cold dust par-
ticulates and non-thermally distributed ions, can support the
coexistence of compressive and rarefactive potential struc-
tures associated with the non-linear dust-acoustic waves.
Moreover, the dynamics of weakly non-linear and weakly
dispersive dust-acoustic waves is governed by the standard
KdV equation, the stationary solution of which can be rep-
resented in the form of the secant hyperbolic squared profile
if b.121/A3, i.e.,a.0.155 as well as in the form of an
inverted secant hyperbolic squared profile ifb,121/A3,
i.e., a,0.155. Thus, the potential polarity of the dust-
acoustic solitary waves in our dusty plasma is different from
the ion-acoustic solitary waves in an electron-ion plasma
without the non-thermal ion and dust components.9–11

In our dusty plasma model, we have assumed com-
plete depletion of the background plasma electrons owing
to the attachment of the latter on the surface of the
dust grains during the charging process. This is justified

provided thatZdnd0..ne0 and the wave potential involved
in the Boltzmann electron distribution (ne0exp(ef/Te))
is much smaller than (T/e)ln(ni0 /ne0), where
T5TeTi /(Te1Ti) andne0(Te) is unperturbed electron num-
ber density~electron temperature!. Inclusion of the electron
dynamics in our analysis will alter the overall quasi-
neutrality condition asni05ne01Zdnd0 , and further it
would lead to the modification of the dust-acoustic speed as
(Ti /md)

1/2Zd(nd0 /ni0)
1/2(11ne0Ti /ni0Te)

21/2, as well as
include an additional non-linear termne0(ef/Te)

2 in the
small amplitude theory of dust-acoustic solitary waves. It is
expected that the non-linear term, which is proportional to
the squared wave potential, will have no influence on the
result of Sec. III, whereas the results of Sec. IV should quali-
tatively hold for both the large as well as small amplitude
solitary waves.

In conclusion, we stress that the results of the present
investigation should be useful in understanding the non-
linear features of localized electrostatic disturbances in labo-
ratory and space plasmas, in which negatively charged dust
particulates and thermally or non-thermally distributed ions
are the major plasma species. The present work can also
provide a guideline for interpreting the most recent numeri-
cal simulation results,4 which exhibit the simultaneous pres-
ence of non-thermal ion distributions and associated dust-
acoustic localized wave packets.
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